
Star Wars  could have been filmed in Chile



7 years in Tibet  could have been filmed in Chile7 years in Tibet  could have been filmed in Chile



The Lord of the Rings  could have been filmed in Chile



James Bond`s Quantum of Solace  was filmed in Chile



And your next Commercial  could be shot in Chile



Actual Scale 
Chile: 4.300 Km 

Same distance than from Alaska to Mexico  
or from Iceand to Morocco.

That’s why Chile is one of the most 
diverse landscapes on the planet.
Patagonian glaciers;  
towering mountains;  
Pacific beaches; 
pristine forests;  
waterfalls; 
volcanoes;  
flowering meadows;  
Mediterranean vineyards; 
palm trees;  
salt flats; 
Martian red deserts; 
black lava fields; 
Eastern Island mysteries…



Chilean Seasons in the Middel Zone Spring          Summer      Autumn       Winter          

March 
to
June

June 
to
September

September 
to
December

The growing of the wheat in its season

Fruits

December 
to
March



Chile means  CHILENIA

We know Chile better than anyone. 

We were pioneers in presenting Chile  
as a great center for first class production.

We are recognized for our  
agility and reliability. 

Our crews are accustomed to working  
with the highest standards and versed  
in latest equipment technology.

We work with the finest casting agencies  
in Chile and Latin America.

We have long standing relations with best 
equipment and post-production houses.



we, CHILENIA

Rony Siefer

Production Manager / Chilenia Production services
Twenty years of experience as production manager, 
the last nine being dedicated to the international market,
with more than 50 international productions. 

Pancho Rojas

Director
Advertising director since 1994. After a successful  
career in Chile, in the year 2000 he began filming  
commercials for the international market (USA, Europe)

Daniel Turkieltaub

Art director + director
Twenty years of experience as copywriter, art director  
and creative director (JWT, Y&R, Burnett and BBDO)  
and -since 2000- art director and director of graphic  
and animated commercials.



Free  Tour



Atacama  The most arid desert in the world









Pacific Ocean  Chile maybe the only  
country in the world  
were it’s main city is  
an hour drive form  
both the sea and the  
snowed mountains,  
providing low costs  
of transportation  
and logistics.
4300 Kms of Pacific  
coast offers the most  
beautifull beaches.







Eastern Island  Rapa Nui





Country Side  





Vineyards  Wine harvest: March & April





Volcano  Chile has more than  
2000 volcanoes,  
40 of which are active





Roads  





Patagonia  The incredible landscape  
of the Chilean Patagonia:  
virgin forests, lakes, rivers,  
hot springs and waterfalls.





Ice  Glaciers, icebergs and snow





Andes  The Andes mountains  
range stretches over  
4000 kilometers, from  
the deserts of the north  
to the southern rain forests.  
The best ski resorts in 
South America are in  
the Chilean Andes.
Skiing is possible during 
the whole year in some 
southern centers.





Architecture  Santiago de Chile  
Various waves of european 
immigration have given  
architectural diversity  
to Santiago, Valparaiso  
and other chilean cities.
An eclectic mix of the  
modern and classic















Architecture  Valparaiso



Architecture  Rural Houses



Casting  Thanks to various waves  
of immigration from  
Europe, Asia and the Ame-
ricas, Chile is made up of a 
wide mix of ethnic groups.
The range of professional 
models and actors working 
in chile can meet the needs 
of almost any production.
Chilenia also works with 
casting agencies from Bra-
zil, Argentina and Mexico.



Equipment  Chile has all the cameras, 
lenses, and grip equipment 
needed to make any film 
project.
Chile also has first class 
post-production for film 
and digital materials.

Rentals we work with:
http://www.congofilms.tv/
http://www.jpfcine.cl/


